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Learning Goal:
• CSO and media representatives will have the necessary knowledge

and awareness for developing strategies for and implementing
meaningful and effective involvement in the parliamentary oversight
of the internal security sector.

Learning Outcomes:
• to utilize the most appropriate methods and mechanisms to 

participate in the parliamentary oversight of the internal security 
sector.
• To be able to outline a basic strategy to participate in the 

parliamentary work in their respective fields and to contribute to a 
citizen-centered security approach in legislation and oversight.

Learning Goal &Outcomes



• Security has long been viewed as an issue addressed by state 
• Both Parliament and CSOs do not have sufficient expertise in 

internal security policies, institutions, forces and budgets. 
• CSOs cannot participate in parliamentary processes adequately 

because they think they cannot be effective in the Parliament, or 
they do not produce outputs that will affect the policy, or 
participation channels are closed to them due to state policies. 

-> As a result of all these, security policies may break away from 
being citizen-oriented.
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• MPs' lack of knowledge can be overcome with the support of 
experts, advocates and academics from the CSOs. 
• The media can facilitate the opening of the MPs' arguments 

about a public policy (i.e. draft law or petition) on the internal 
security sector to the public debate and scrutiny. 
• Civil society experts can participate in legislative and oversight 

activities, particularly as part of the activities of parliamentary 
committees. 
• CSOs can also use the petition right more effectively. 
• The media can make CSO contribution and participation possible 

and visible through its coverage.
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“Participation”
CSO and Media participation will strengthen the democratic will in 

establishing a participatory and inclusive relationship between 
the GNAT and civil society in Turkey. 

“Representation” and “People’s will”
This engagement is also important for maintaining a strong 

connection between voters and their representatives in the 
Parliament.
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“Human Security”
The principle of human security, the provision of security should be directly 

responsive to the needs of the people. 
Providing for citizens’ security is one of the most fundamental functions of the 

state.
“Accountability and Transparency”

Information will only be withheld for legitimate and tightly defined reasons. 
CSOs can guarantee that ISFs remain truthful to their mandate, do not abuse 
coercive force and become more effective through the consistent scrutiny of 

their policy and actions. 
i.e. CSOs and media may present evidence and highlight the reports of 
parliamentary committees. 
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<< All of them >>
Human rights organizations, minority groups, underprivileged 
groups, community-neigbourhood organizations, research 
organizations, advocacy groups, university centers, professional 
associations, student groups, trade unions….

Different CSOs have different – but relevant – skills to contribute to 
the process of parliamentary oversight of the security sector. 

Examples from Turkey: “violence against women”; “call for justice 
for children”

Which CSOs can play a role?



International Examples:
• Carry out fact-finding studies
• Petition and brief members of parliament
• Organize lobbying campaigns
• Give oral or written evidence to parliamentary hearings or to committees 
• Supply an expert adviser to a parliamentary committee
• Draft legislation or legislative amendments for members of parliament �

Constructively criticize legislation or legislative amendments
• Draft alternative white papers on security policies 
Reference: DCAF and UNDP Publication on Public Oversight of the Security Sector: A Handbook for Civil 
Society Organizations 

How can CSOs use to engage and support the 
parliamentary processes/parliamentarians?

https://www.dcaf.ch/sites/default/files/publications/documents/CSO_Handbook.pdf


• Research and Information 

• Awareness Raising
• Advocacy 

• Training 

• Monitoring 
• Budget Analysis 

* Building organizational credibility is important. (CSO Governance and Impact Assessment)

Reference: DCAF and UNDP Publication on Public Oversight of the Security Sector: A Handbook for Civil 
Society Organizations 

CSO / Media Methods for the Parl Oversight 
of the ISFs.

https://www.dcaf.ch/sites/default/files/publications/documents/CSO_Handbook.pdf


CSO Credibility vs. Watchdog Function

• Credibility remains a large obstacle between government and CSO relations. 
• Polarization (political) adds up to the challenges.
• Basic governance structures, accountability and transparency requirements need to be met 

(be visible on the website). 
• Focus on and promote mutual and public benefit. 
• Code of Conduct of the organization is present and visible
• Clear organizational and programme objectives 
• Implement transparent and inclusive decision-making
• Publish or make available to relevant stakeholders regular audits and annual reports. 
• Encourage dialogue / Not categorically reject dialogue and consultation between the state, 

political parties and the security sector
• A good understanding of the ISFs is necessary by the CSOs
• …



CSO Indicators of Change / Impact



Parliamentary Oversight Tools

Parliamentary Functions and Tools in Turkey’s New Government System (2017):
Legislative Function

Parliamentary Committees
Oversight Function

Plenary Sessions
Off the Agenda Speeches
Written Question
Parliamentary Inquiry
Parliamentary Investigation
Parliamentary Committees

Budgetary Control
Other

Oversight Mechanisms / Independent Control Institutions that operated in relation the 
Parliament (Ombudsman, The Court of Accounts, The Law Enforcement Oversight 
Commission)



How Can CSOs Engage with the Parliament?

Legislation

Sharing the draft bill with the MP 

Giving opinion on law proposals submitted to the Parliament.

Contacting Committee chairperson and MPs or Party group heads in the General 

Assembly meetings.



How Can CSOs Engage with the Parliament?

Budget Control
The Budget / Final Account Law proposals are discussed together in November in the 

Plan and Budget Committee and in December in the General Assembly.



How Can CSOs Engage with the Parliament?

Written Question 
• An MP can raise a written 

question to the Executive organ.
• Opposition often MPs give 

parliamentary questions.

• CSOs can be approached to 
convey to the MPs the situations 
that are neglected by the 
Executive or where Executive 
should be accountable and 
transparent about.



How Can CSOs Engage with the Parliament?

Parliamentary Inquiry 

• Inquiry Committees are established to inquire a specific subject 

or incident.

• Receive opinions (through listening and / or written) from 

representatives of public, academic community, business world, 

media, civil society. 

• Their report includes assessments based on different views and 

measures to be taken and recommendation for solutions.

• CSOs can contact the Committees and send content and reports.

• If they are invited, the Committees cover the transportation costs 

of the CSO representative.



How Can CSOs Engage with the Parliament?

Contact MPs

• CSOs and Media can contact the relevant MPs based on 
professional expertise or provincial location.

• MP bios; contact information; legislative / audit proposals / 
motion and speeches available at www.tbmm.gov.tr

• Reports and other information can not be brought to the 
Parliament but can be send by PTT or cargo-courier delivery.

• MPs can raise the issues in the General Assembly, Committee 
Meetings and Off-the-Agenda Speeches.



Relevant Committees for the Parliamentary 
Oversight of the Internal Security Sector

Internal Affairs Committee and Justice Committee
Security and Intelligence Committee
Human Rights Inquiry Committee

Petition Committee
Plan and Budget Committee

The European Union (EU) Harmonization Committee



How Can CSOs Engage with the Parliamentary 
Committees for the Oversight of the ISFs?

• The Committee Chairperson calls for a meeting and determines the meeting agenda.
• Officials / experts from relevant ministries, public institutions and organizations, 

representatives of CSOs and academicians may be invited to the meeting by the chairperson 
of the committee. 

• CSOs that cannot attend the meeting of the committee can be effective through sending 
opinions or talking to members.

• Turkish Parliament / Committees do not have CSO accreditation.
• CSO participation is expected to be guaranteed in the new/revised Rules of Procedures of the 

Parliament.
• Turkish Grand National Assembly website can be made more effective to received information 

and opinion of the NGOs.



Current Situation in Turkey: Challenges and 
Opportunities

• Current Situation in Turkey: Challenges and Opportunities
• The role of CSOs and Media:

in the Rules of Procedure of the Parliament
through using Right to Petition
in advocating public scrutiny of law drafts and petitions
through Ex ante / Ex poste impact assessment
in making research and expertise contribution for oversight 
and legislation



Gender-Specific Approach

• “Thus, integrating a gender perspective into security sector oversight does not simply mean 
including more women. Though full and equal representation of women is an essential step 
towards gender equal-ity, it does not ensure that gender perspectives are taken into account.”

• “Instead, the integration of gender issues, known as gender mainstreaming is: “the process of 
assessing the implications for women and men of any planned action, including legislation, 
policies or programmes, in all areas and at all levels.”

What can CSOs do?
• Research and document gender issues 
• Very little research exists today on gender and security sector oversight issues. CSOs can take the 

initiative. 
• CSOs can play a crucial role in security sec-tor oversight through documenting human rights violations 

by security sector personnel and also violence against women and girls. Information and statistics of 
this type are essential when lobbying for policy reform. 

• Advocate for gender-responsive security policies 
• Provide security sector oversight training  (i.e. targeted training can be given to women on security 

sector) oversight issues. 

i.e. Women’s organizations demand police to act on domestic violence



Group Work

• Deliver the question/case study sheets to the groups and ask them;

i. Write separately on the 3 sticky notes you have, the 3 parliamentary involvement tools and 
mechanisms that you find most suitable in terms of your respective fields and methods. (After 
this exercise, the group moderator will collect and group these notes on a flipchart. Discussion 
will be made on the methods that can be used most and least. Why / How?) 

ii. Write separately on the 3 sticky notes you have, the first 3 issues / work that come to your 
mind that your organization may be involved in the parliamentary oversight of the internal 
security sector in your respective fields. (After this exercise, the group moderator will collect 
and group these notes on a flipchart. Discussion will be made on the issues that overlap.)

iii.      Discuss the possible outcome, indicators of progress, and indicators of change and long-term   
impact in relation to the above issue and dimension of work. (In this exercise, the group moderator 
will create 2 columns on the flipchart and briefly note the views on opportunities and challenges 
from the participants.)
iv.       How does your CSO build credibility to involve in the Parliamentary processes? (In this 
exercise, the group moderator will create 2 columns on the flipchart and briefly note the views on 
opportunities and challenges from the participants.) 



Thank you


